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Subject of Action Item: Forestry/Timber Products and the Green Building Council 
 
Submitted By: SASDA (Commissioner Steve Troxler, North Carolina) 
 
Text of Action Item: NASDA expresses support for further opening green markets to larger amounts of American 1 
timber and building materials. 2 
 3 
NASDA will also call upon local and state leaders, as well as members of congress to support these efforts and 4 
petition the U.S. Green Building Council to place a majority of our foresters and tree farmers on a level playing 5 
field with their domestic and foreign competitors. 6 
 7 
Background & Rationale: 8 
Forests in the southeastern states support hundreds of thousands of jobs and generate tens of billions of dollars 9 
to our economy and are used in products such as homes, offices, schools and other buildings.  To meet changing 10 
consumer demands, many tree farmers partner with the certification programs of the American Tree Farm 11 
System (ATFS), Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) and Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI), which all promote 12 
conservation, sustainability, and environmental stewardship on public and private property.    13 
 14 
The U.S Green Building Council’s (USGBC) Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) rating system 15 
only recognizes wood certified by FSC as worthy of its “certified wood” credit.  Businesses that harvest or use 16 
ATFS or SFI wood are ineligible for this credit and can be obstructed and blocked from LEED projects, which 17 
number in the thousands nationwide.  Policies that enforce LEED standards in construction projects exclude a lot 18 
of southeastern timber from sustainable building projects, by promoting one certification program over all 19 
others. This artificially raise the price of wood, hurts economic growth, minimizes commerce and revenues and 20 
jeopardizes jobs in communities dependent on the forest products industry.   21 
 22 
Preferential policies that favor FSC can also incent the importation of foreign wood into American markets, while 23 
blocking the majority of our wood from these same projects and venues.  Our regional and national economy 24 
benefits from a regulatory framework that supports multiple certification standards.  Such a framework 25 
increases the customer base of our state businesses and will increase the amount of sustainable timber in our 26 
domestic buildings. 27 
 28 
Government policies should promote equal treatment for all credible forest certification programs, for the 29 
benefit of our foresters, small businesses, family tree farmers and the environment. Due to the potential 30 
economic losses involved with current, misguided policies, it is important to act quickly to provide relief this vital 31 
economic sector. 32 
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